
THE RETRO CHAIRMONY VERSION

The armchair with massage, heating and
folding which can be used at the office or
at home!

The ideal is printed by details

julia.sisu@chairmony.ro
www.chairmony.ro

7D-7E, Vitan-Barzesti Rd. 
Inside Rin Grand Hotel Bucharest 

 +40 749 214 779 

The high performance Chairmony armchair works with a premiere:



S-L SUPPORT
Thanks to the S shaped support, the armchair offers a perfect massage from the neck 

to the whole body. L shape enables the massage from the buttocks to the knees.

AUDIO FUNCTION

The special functions of the armchair can be controlled very easy by the smartphone or
tablet. The app is equipped with options that allows you to listen to your favorite music
through the armchair’s audio system, which is displayed in the head area.

TEMPLE MASSAGE
By using a pillow with airbag system, we are entering the market with an 

innovation: temple massage. This type of massage is unique in the massage 
armchairs’ domain

ZERO GRAVITY POSITION 

This is the ideal position of the body, succeeding to bring the body to the highest
degree of relaxation. It is called also the spacemen position. The zero gravity 

position offers multiple benefits, being the most recommended by the doctors.

CORPORAL SCANNING
Special body scanning sensor, that alternates between a large and a punctual
attention focus, focusing on each body’s important point. By this system of 
exact detection of the user’s dimensions, a personalized massage is obtained, 
which can touch the most important reflex points

AIR MASSAGE

114 airbags present in the chair are inflating and deflating 
rhythmically during the massage session. The airbags are located in 
the head, shoulders, hands, buttocks, thighs, legs and soles areas.

HEATING

Equipped with a heating system with carbon fibers, offers the comfort of a
heated armchair. Thus, thanks to this technology, the blood circulation is
improved and a more relaxing massage is offered.

CHAIRMONY APP

You can control all the armchair’s functions from any smart device.
Our app is operated very easy and has a special design.

PERSONALIZED MASSAGE

Since we are launching an innovative product, we are coming forward with the first
personalized massage! In addition to multiple automatic massages like Chinese, 
Thai, American etc., Chairmony offers you the massage in connection to your needs. 
You can select the areas, the intensity, the type, the rhythm and the way the 
massage is made.

SOFT BALANCE SYSTEM

By rhythmical moving and sliding of the
armchair, a more relaxing massage is offered,
stretching better the muscles and ligaments.

REFLEXOLOGY 

Reflexology is known as being the one of the main curing methods. 
The principle it is based on is that to any organ, corresponds a reflex point on the 

body. This technique determines the amelioration of the organisms’ vital 
parameters, produces energetic re-balance, activates the blood circulation, 

lymphatic stimulation, ameliorate and cure a lot of affections.

FEET MASSAGE

The feet and legs massage, made with the help of air pillows and silicon 
rollers, offers an experience in reflexology. Equipped with an automatic 

extesion sensor, the armchair offers the ideal and comfortable space, always.

DESIGN

The modernism meets personality. The unique design of the armchairs
transmits comfort and stateliness, by dynamic and elegant lines. 

The carefully selection of the materials and finishing made with a great
attention to detail, creates an exclusivist atmosphere.

Innovative and progressive, Chairmony  has reinvented a new, totally modern approach to what
relaxation means. Luxury design and amazing functionalities lead to the fact that the Chairmony

armchairs to be a body’s necessity, but also a top accessory in your house or office.

Schedule a testing and discover how you can offer to yourself and your 
business a sure direction to success.

 3500€ VAT included

Complex, contemporary and creative, 
Chairmony represents the top of the massage armchairs due to quality and attention to details.

Individualization with an exclusive charm, 
Chairmony offers you many personalization possibilities.

It is available a rich selection of ornaments, textures, colors and finishing. You can create a unique 
design, to represent you. From leather insertions, mirror, vanguard colors, the individual Chairmony 

exclusive tone confers an exclusive and unique note to your armchair.
  

An individuaAn individual armchair for an unique personality!
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